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With Franke’s new Omni 4-in-1 tap you get filtered 100⁰C boiling, filtered cold
and mains hot and cold at the turn of a lever
The new Omni tap from Franke is the new must-have
purchase for your kitchen. With its timeless design and
premium hi-shine solid stainless steel construction, this
gleaming beauty gives you the multiple benefits of full
100⁰C filtered boiling, filtered cold water and standard
mains hot and cold from the simple operation of two
levers.
The filter system gives you perfect tasting water for your hot drinks and means no need for
expensive bottled water. Changing the filter is as easy as changing a light bulb and an LED will
tell you when you need to, after approximately six to nine months. It will also dispense eight
cups of boiling water at a cost of a penny a cup or fill two large pans when you want to get a
meal underway. Its triple safety action with optional child clip to prevent accidental operation,
plus the cool-touch chassis, mean the tap is very safe to use. And you have peace of mind of a
three year guarantee.
If you’re thinking of buying a boiling water tap, check this one out first and have a look at the
video at www.franke.co.uk/omni. With its in-built filtration it’s got a lot more to offer for the
money. Retail price is £1,349 inc VAT. Available from kitchen retailers nationwide.
Steve Rutter, Marketing Operations Manager at Franke comments
“We know from our research that consumers value products that are genuinely lifestyle
enhancing and Omni means they can have the best of both worlds with combined filtration and
boiling water functions. Omni includes many patented features and moves tap innovation and
technology on to the next level with exceptional functionality, but at a very attractive price
point. The additional benefit of filtration is available for not much more money than current
models of boiling water taps, and compared to other 4-in-1 options it can be up to 50%
cheaper.”
Further information is available from Franke : 0161 436 6280 or www.franke.co.uk
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The impeccable Omni 4-in-1 tap from Franke offers the convenience of filtered 100⁰C boiling,
filtered cold and mains hot and cold water all in one tap. The classic design style is available in
prestigious hi-shine solid stainless steel and will complement traditional and modern kitchens
alike. The tap features patented technology and 100⁰C boiling water functions and is backed by
a three year warranty. RRP inc VAT £1,349. Contact Franke on 0161 436 6280 or
www.franke.co.uk/omni
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